Course in Textile Industry
W. R. Beauty, M. N. Hardy
J. W. Brodie, M. B. James
T. E. Cope

Mr. Chambers asked for permission to change mark of W. C. Moore. Granted.
Mr. Daniel was granted permission to change marks of M. N. Schubert, C. F. Martin,
and H. B. Murray.
Upon motion of Mr. Daniel, the faculty voted that regular student J. Field be recommended
for graduation if he makes up work satisfactorily to faculty and authorities.
Faculty adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
G. M. Harbuck
Sec. F.

Called meeting, Sep 12th, 1905.
Meeting called to order by President at 5:30 p.m.
Absent: roll call present: Mrs. Brodie, Bryan, Clay, Daniel, Hunter, Riggs, Shuler,
The applications of J. E. Funderburk and
A. N. Funderburk for special courses
in Agriculture were granted.
The faculty granted permission to
Mr. McClure to hold examination in
Physics for 1st and 2nd terms on Saturday.
The following motion by Mr. Brodie and
amendment by Mr. Turney. Funderburk & Riggs
were passed by vote of faculty.
A student deficient in any one
subject for one term may be
promoted with his regular class,
but he must make up his deficiency
without further penalty,
during the session following that in
which the deficiency occurs. This
resolution not to apply to students
absenting themselves from the examinations
taking place during the 5-day
periods, Cadets C.R. Hutchinson, J.P. Kennedy, and C.C. Merton were granted permission to change from the Mechanical to Agricultural course.

Chief J.H. Clarkson was granted permission to change from Agricultural course to Mechanical course. The faculty adopted the schedule as reported by committee with usual conditions. Faculty adjourned at 6 p.m.

Y. Mauldin
J.E. Fox

Regular Meeting, Sep 14, 1908

Called to order by Presid. at 6:45 p.m.


Present: Buell, Means, Clay and Johnson.

Faculty granted Mr. D. R. Davis permission to hold make-up examination in Nov. term, or next semester, as. Upon the request of Mr. Riggs, permission was given to change the class mark of Cadet R.R. Eakins from 8 to 10 as he passed the examination creditably.

Faculty granted the irregular application for

Applications of Cadet T.M. Dwight, C.W. Mark, O.T. Heyward and W.H. Keenan for irregular course was granted. Schedule filed in Prov. office. Cadet C.T. Jones was granted permission to drop Zoology and English, as he completed them last year. Cadet T.R. Ellison was granted permission to drop Zoology, English and Military Science as he completed them last year.

Cadet O.C. Newman was granted permission to take regular Sophomore and to make up Third term math and Fresh Spelling. Cadet P.M. Bee was to take Sophomore classes except English, to take Fresh English.
Cadet J. W. London was granted permission to stand examination in Wet Art during month of Sept.

Cadet W. A. Putnam was granted permission to take an irregular course, taking over junior subjects on which he failed.

Cadet H. K. Sullivan and J. M. Messerly applied for re-examination, which was requested by faculty.

Cadet H. L. Grainger was granted permission to take examination in English until end of first term on account of sickness and his consequent inability to prepare for it.

Cadet M. G. Lee was granted permission to enter Sophomore class deficient in Freshman spelling.

Cadet H. K. Britt was granted permission to change from Electrical and Mechanical Engineer to Civil Engineering course with mental conditions as to make-up.

Cadet J. L. Hallman was granted permission to enter Freshman class and take Preparatory Spelling course.

The application of Cadet W. C. Thompson for an irregular course was refused.

Cadet J. M. Smith was granted permission to change from the Civil Engineering course to the Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

Cadet W. S. Campbell was granted permission to change from the Civil Engineering course to the Mech. Eng. Engineering course.

Cadet C. L. Williamson was granted permission to examine in Plant and Animal Life on next Saturday Morn. Cadet M. A. Savage was granted permission to stand examination in Mechanic and Physics at such time as agreeable to instructors.
The attached report was submitted by the Committee on Irregular Students.

Announced:
Upon motion of Mr. Marcus all students granted taking sophomore English were required to take it in place of junior English.
Faculty adjourned at 6:30 P.M.

S. Shanks

Capt. Melvin

Called Meeting Sept. 15, 19—0.1
Called to order at 5th P.M. by Principal.
Active: Late: Missouri, Bryan, Bessey, Houston, Houston, and Bradley.
Cadets E. A. McCulley, J. A. Felton, and Ensign Jones were granted permission to attend examinations from which they were absent during the school period.
Cadet E. A. Reeves was granted permission to enter sophomore class in all subjects except math, to take freshman math.
Cadet R. L. Allston was granted permission to take statics in addition to regular sophomore math.
Cadet F. E. Epper was granted permission to enter freshman class and in addition take preparation, spelling.
Cadet J. B. Cowin was given permission to continue as junior course, and to take sophomore English over.
Cadet E. R. Barkdoll was granted permission to substitute Mathematics for Biology, English, and Mechanics for first term as he passed on these subjects session 1803-04.

Capt. T. C. Brandle was refused.
Cadet J. L. Ross asked for permission to take Freshman
--Report of Committee on Irregular Students.-- Upon the
recommendation of the Committee and the approval of the faculty,
the request of Cadet G. R. Barksdale to leave Senior
gEology, English and mechanics was refused upon the recommenda-
tion of the committee and the approval of the faculty.

de Cadet A. N. Whiteside asked for permission to substitute
Carding and spinning for mechanical engineering. Upon the re-
commendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty,
the request was granted on condition that Junior mathematics,
Junior mechanism, Junior mechanics and Senior mechanical en-
geineering be omitted and Sophomore mathematics be taken during
the second and third terms.

Cadet L. S. Wolfe asked for permission to take an irregular
course in Junior agriculture, course 2, with Sophomore studies.
Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the
faculty, the request was refused because of four failures in
Sophomore work: failures in mathematics, physics and descriptive

gE Cadet H. G. Lewis asked for permission to take an irregular
course with Junior subjects, upon which he failed, and Senior
subjects to make up the required number of hours. His request
was based upon his inability to do laboratory work during the
second and third terms on account of a broken collar bone. Upon
the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the
faculty, permission was given to take the following subjects:

Junior chemical laboratory (4 hours), agriculture (3 hours),
drill (3 hours). Senior studies as follows: military science,
English, chemistry (theoretical), geology, agriculture and stock
feeding. These studies are for the first term.

Cadet O. G. Burriss asked to take a special textile course.
Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the
faculty, this request was refused on account of failures in the
following preparatory subjects: algebra, grammar, history, geology,
reading and spelling. to Sophomore mathematics. Upon the recom-
pendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the
Cadet T. L. Ross asked for permission to take Freshman algebra in addition to the regular Sophomore work. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, his request was granted.

Cadet H. P. Moses asked for permission to take the regular Junior course and also Sophomore English. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, permission was given to take all Junior studies except Junior English, and in addition, Sophomore English required.

Cadet C. A. Hanna asked for permission to take all studies in the Sophomore class except Sophomore English, in place of which he asked to substitute Freshman English. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet C. W. Busch asked for permission to take an irregular Junior course. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was not granted on account of failures in mathematics, physics and descriptive geometry.

Cadet E. H. Wyman, Jr., asked for permission to take an irregular mechanical Sophomore. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was refused on account of failures in mathematics and English.

Cadet C. W. Rice asked for permission to enter the regular Sophomore class and to take in addition to the Sophomore studies, algebra for the first term. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet W. N. Henderson asked for permission to take Sophomore studies except English, instead of which Freshman English. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet W. R. Woodward asked for permission to take Freshman algebra in addition to Sophomore mathematics. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the
request was granted.

Cadet H. H. Huggins asked for permission to take Freshman mathematics along with Sophomore mathematics. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet Jas. R. Davis asked for permission to take Sophomore studies except mathematics, in place of which Freshman mathematics. No action taken.

Cadet J. H. Earle asked for permission to take Freshman studies without mathematics along with Sophomore mathematics. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet E. B. Reeves asked for permission to take Sophomore studies and in addition Freshman mathematics and to change from the mechanical course to the agricultural course (1). Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, this request was refused.

Cadet E. B. Alford asked for permission to take Senior steam engineering, Senior mechanics, Senior civil engineering, Senior military science, Senior geology and Senior mechanical laboratory. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted.

Cadet E. A. Crawford asked for permission to take the work of the Junior class and in addition Sophomore English. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, he was allowed to take the Junior work with the exception of English, in place of which he was given Sophomore English.

Cadet J. M. Bryan asked for permission to take Sophomore English along with regular Junior studies. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, he was allowed to take the Junior work with the exception of English, in place of which he was given Sophomore English.

Cadet H. C. Crum asked for permission to take Sophomore English along with the regular Junior work. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, he was
allowed to take the Junior work with the exception of English, in place of which he was given Sophomore English.

Cadet J. W. McLendon asked for permission to take first term mathematics with Sophomore in addition to regular Junior work. Upon the recommendation of the committee and the approval of the faculty, the request was granted, on condition that he make up

Cadet H. H. Brunson asked for permission to take Freshman mechanical drawing and irregular Sophomore work, agricultural course. No action taken.

[Signature]

A Military was granted between examinations and Sophomore class, on account of extended and unable to make regular time.

Brunson was granted permission to enter Sophomore class and make much drafting work. Adjourned at 6.00 p.m.

J. H. Funkhouser

Secretary Meeting, Sept 21, 1904. Received to own by Prof. W. B. Brown as captain. Clay, Money, Metcalf, Burgess and Harrison were granted one month to make up English.

Entenman and H. Tallitz were issued as which to stand no exami- nation.

The rule allowing a student advanced with one deficiency in subject was declared not to apply, and students entering the Senior class were given permission to take works during senior year.
permission to extend time to make up practical work and ordered to take stop to class over.

Cadet R. E. Reaves was granted permission to stand re-examination in English at end of 1st term.

Cadet W. W. Belyeu was given to the end of next 8-day make up period to make up Mechanical Drawing.

Cadet H. C. Mason was given permission to enter junior class in all subject except English to take stop English and to make up woodwork.

Cadet A. J. Williams was granted permission to stand re-examination and to write with senior class, on account of being wounded and unable to make at regular time.

Cadet W. H. Pennington was granted permission to enter September class and take Fresh. make drawing over.

Faculty adjourned at 6:30 p.m.

G. Shanklin

Reg. Mt. 9-21-1901


Cadet H. A. Horsnworth was granted one month in which to make up English.

Cadets O. J. Ratrman and A. H. Pallerzen were given 1 week in which to stand re-exam. in Physiology.

By vote of faculty the rule allowing a student to advance with one deficiency in one subject was declared that to apply to students entering the Senior Class.

Cadet O. R. Bellinger was given permission to make up forg works during regular make up periods and during the next time due.
Boyd
David
Cherry
Sullivan
Wolfe
Brown
Thomas
Williams
Doughty
Kivern
Miller
Latimer
Makeup Schedule

make up period. Cadet J. Boyd was given permission to stand re-examination for math. Cadet J. Davis was granted permission to take final math four times a week instead of five as only four hours could be arranged on schedule. Cadet L. A. Cherry was granted permission to stand re-examination on Mechanics. Cadet H. A. Sullivan's application for an upper course was refused. Cadet L. A. Wolfe was granted an upper course in Junior class, taking Sophomore studies on which he failed. Cadet L. D. Brown was granted one week in which to make up deficiencies. Cadet F. E. Thomas' application to take machine shop instead of Physical Laboratory was refused.

Cadet J. H. Williams was granted permission to make up Preparatory spelling by end of next 1st day period. Cadet W. O. Doughty was granted permission to change from Textile to Agricultural course. Cadet W. J. Kivern was given permission to stand re-exam. on Math at end of 1st term. Cadet J. M. Miller was given permission to take Junior class, deficient in term math and one term spelling. Cadet W. A. Latimer was given permission to make up work work during regular make up period.

Schedule for make up work as presented by Mr. Pizzi was authorized by faculty. Adjourned at 6:30. J. Franklin

Dr. Doe
Regular Meeting Sep 28 - 1901

Called to order at 5:15 PM by President.

Present roll call: Means, Bradley, Gloy (2), Gorman, Klysh, M. Lucas, McRae, Burgess, Johnson (2), and Linneke. Present: I. M. Metcalf

Cadet B. Colman was granted permission to take Freshman class and Preparatory in addition.

Cadet J. D. Johnson was granted an Instructor course, to take all senior work of Textile course and Junior Mechanics in addition. This course was granted on condition that all work be made up except Mechanics.

Cadet J. W. McElroy was granted permission to take 1st term Math in addition to regular Junior and to make up Physics class mark for 2nd term.

Cadet J. J. Smelser was granted an irregular course in Junior and Senior subjects as per schedule on file.

Cadet W. A. Rutnau was granted permission to take full Senior work and to make up Physics for 2nd term, and to make up Analytical Geometry at the end of 3 year.

Cadet J. M. McClure was granted an irregular course, schedule on file.

Cadet W. A. Brown was granted permission to take 1st year Math, to take Fresh Math.

Cadet B. D. Parnell was granted permission to change from Agricultural Course to Mechanical Course.

Cadet F. M. Furtick was granted re-examination in Physics on account of his inability to prepare for the examination.

Read during 5 day period.

The faculty refused the application of Cadet E. C. Boone to allow his 1st term record of last year stand.
Cadet W. F. Reid was granted an irregular course to embrace the subjects on which he failed and pass some work. Upon recommendation of the Faculty Athletics Committee on Athletics, a paragraph 1 of the Rules Governing Athletics was changed to read: "No student who is found to be deficient in more than one subject for one term shall be allowed to play in any match game during his next college year." Adopted by faculty.

The following faculty representatives were elected to the Athletic Council: Messrs. Cahoon, Chamberlin, and Fisher. Faculty adjourned at 6 p.m.

J. Chamberlin

Regular Meeting Oct 1st, 1901

Called to order by President at 7:15 p.m.


The application of Cadet W. C. Boyleston of the Freshman class to change from Agricultural to Mechanical course was granted.

By vote of faculty, the committee on entertainment was authorized to schedule two entertainments of the Lyceum course on study night, future, adjourned at 8:40.

J. Chamber